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Abstract—In our previous paper, we proposed a new classifica-
tion technique called the Frequency Ratio Accumulation Method
(FRAM). This is a simple technique that adds up the ratios of
term frequencies among categories, and it is able to use index
terms without limit. Then, we adopted the CharacterN -gram to
form index terms, thereby improving FRAM. However, FRAM
did not have a satisfactory mathematical basis. Therefore, we
present here a new mathematical model based on a “Vector Space
Model” and consider its implications. The proposed method is
evaluated by performing several experiments. In these experi-
ments, we classify newspaper articles from the English Reuters-
21578 data set, a Japanese CD-Mainichi 2002 data set using the
proposed method. The Reuters-21578 data set is a benchmark
data set for automatic text categorization. It is shown that FRAM
has good classification accuracy. Specifically, the micro-averaged
F-measure of the proposed method is 92.2% for English. The
proposed method can perform classification utilizing a single
program and it is language-independent.

Index Terms—text mining, classification,N-gram, newspaper

I. I NTRODUCTION

The spread of computers has rapidly increased the amount
of accumulated electronic text. Recently, automatic text cat-
egorization has received a great deal of attention because it
is becoming hard to manually classify enormous amounts of
text for the purpose of, for example, category-based retrieval.
This paper discusses automatic text categorization, which is
the process of categorizing a document appropriately, using a
pre-defined set of categories[1].

In general, automatic text categorization involves two im-
portant phases. The first, or training, phase, is the extraction
of index terms to yield effective keywords for the second, or
test, phase, which is the actual classification of documents
using the index terms from the training phase. In the present
paper, we refer to an important stage in the training phase as
“feature selection” and that in the test phase as the “document
classification” stage.

A single word is usually considered to be an index term
in the feature selection stage. In a language with words
delimited by spaces, such as English, there is no need to extract
words. However, for Japanese, words should be extracted by
morphological analysis. In contrast, a method to generate these
index terms using a CharacterN -gram has been proposed as
a language-independent technique[2],[3]. In any case, most
of these conventional techniques extract useful index terms

from many words by using mutual information, TFIDF values
etc.[4], and these index terms are then used for classification.

On the other hand, categorization at the document
classification stage is a traditional problem of machine
learning, and machine learning algorithms are often used,
such as Neural Networks[5], Decision Trees[6],[7], the
Naive Bayes Method[8], k-Nearest Neighbor[9] and Boost-
ing Algorithms[10], as well as Support Vector Machines
(SVM)[11].

In our previous paper, we proposed a new classification
technique called the Frequency Ratio Accumulation Method
(FRAM)[12]. This is a simple technique that adds up the
ratios of term frequency among categories, and is such that
it can make use of index terms without limit. Then, we
adopted a CharacterN -gram to form index terms, thereby
improving FRAM, which performed well in comparison with
other techniques. However, FRAM lacked a sound mathemat-
ical basis. Therefore, here we describe a new mathematical
model based on the “Vector Space Model” and consider its
implications. Furthermore, the proposed method is evaluated
by performing several experiments. In these experiments, we
classify newspaper articles from the English Reuters-21578
data set1 , a Japanese CD-Mainichi 2002 data set2 using the
proposed method. In particular, we observe that the Reuters-
21578 data set is a benchmark data set for automatic text
categorization. As a result, we show that FRAM has good
classification accuracy3 More precisely, the micro-averaged
F-measure of the proposed method is 92.2% for English. The
proposed method can perform classification using a single
program and it is language-independent.

II. T EXT CATEGORIZATION

A. Overview

In this study, the goal of text categorization is to classify
some given new documents into a fixed number of pre-
defined categories. Figure 1 depicts a flow diagram for the
text categorization task[13].

1http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/ reuters21578/
2CD-Mainichi Newspapers 2002 data, Nichigai Associates, Inc., 2003

(Japanese).
3We use the term “classification accuracy” here without distinguishing

Precision, Recall and F-measure.
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The procedure for automatic text categorization is divided
into two phases, the training phase and the test phase. In
the training phase, training documents are input, along with
a category for each. Next, the index terms are extracted via
a feature selection stage and an indices database is produced,
referred to herein as the “index term set (DB)”, which is later
used for the test phase. In the test phase, new documents to
be classified are input one after another, and a category is
allocated to each new document with a classifier that uses
methods such as the Naive Bayes Method, SVM, or our
proposed method. Finally, the classification results of each
technique are evaluated.

Fig. 1: Flow Diagram for Text Categorization

B. N -gram

We will useN -grams to generate index terms in the present
paper.N -grams come in two variants, namely the “Character
N -gram” and the “WordN -gram”. An example for English
is shown in Table I and an example for Japanese is shown in
Table II 4.

TABLE I: Example of anN -gram in English

TABLE II: Example of anN -gram in Japanese

4These sentences carry the same meaning.

As shown in Table I-II, a CharacterN -gram is a character
string of N characters extracted from a sentence. We extract
many character strings ofN characters from the beginning of
a sentence by moving along the sentence one character at a
time. In contrast, a WordN -gram is anN -gram composed of
N words. The CharacterN -gram is important in the present
paper. In addition, the CharacterN -gram is effective as a
language-independent method because it does not depend on
the meaning of the language.

C. Mathematical Formulation

In the present paper, the following notations are used. First,
the document vector for training is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Training-Document-Vector):

dj = (d1j , d2j , · · · , dIj) (1)

dij : feature number5 of termti contained in thej-th document
□

Next, the set of training-document-vectors is defined as fol-
lows.

Definition 2 (Document Set for Training):

D = {dj | j = 1, 2, · · · , J} (2)

dj : the j-th document for learning
J : total number of documents for learning

□
We use “term” without distinguishing anN -gram from a word
here6.

Definition 3 (Term Set):

T = {ti | i = 1, 2, · · · , I} (3)

I : total number of terms contained in all documents
□

Moreover, the new document that is the object of classification
is defined as follows.

Definition 4 (New Document Vector):

d = (d1, d2, · · · , dI) (4)

di : feature number of termti contained in the new document
□

In addition, the set of categories to which each document
belongs is written as follows.

Definition 5 (Category Set):

C = {ck | k = 1, 2, · · · ,K} (5)

ck : a category
K : total number of categories

□
Finally, the data for learning are given as follows. The learning
data is a pair, consisting of a document vector and its category
or categories7.

5Thedij in Eq(1) is the feature number. For example, thetfidfij in Eq(9)
is equivalent todij . In contrast, theeij· in Eq(16) is equivalent todij in Eq(1).
Moreover, each document isdf j ∈ R in Eq(9) whereas it isdej ∈ Z I in
Eq(16). Here,R denotes the set of real numbers andZ denotes the integers.

6We referred to such as an “index term” above.
7Each document in the Japanese CD-Mainichi 2002 data set belongs to a

single category. On the other hand, the English Reuters-21578 data set includes
documents that belong to several categories.
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Definition 6 (Data for Training):

(D,L) = { (dj , lj ) | j = 1, 2, · · · , J } (6)

where
lj = (lj1, lj2, · · · , ljK)

ljk =

{
1 if dj ∈ D(ck)
0 if dj ̸∈ D(ck)

lj : K-dimensional category label vector that represents the
categories of a training documentdj (j = 1, 2, · · · , J)

L : a set of category label vectorslj
D(ck) : a set of training documentdj that belongs to the

categoryck □
For example, when the total number of categories is 3(K =
3), lj = (1, 0, 0) if dj belongs to a single categoryc1. In
contrast,lj = (1, 1, 0) if dj belongs to two categoriesc1 and
c2.

Using these notations, the problem of automatic text cate-
gorization in the present paper is to classify a new documentd
into a pre-defined unknown categoryĉ, given a set of training
data(D,L) andd.

III. PREVIOUS METHOD - VECTORSPACE MODEL -

As mentioned in Section I, many machine learning al-
gorithms have been used for document classification so far.
The survey[1] describes the performance of these techniques
in detail. In addition, some probabilistic models based on
Bayesian Statistics have been proposed[14]. However, these
techniques are not suitable here because of the greatly in-
creased computational complexity when a large number of
documents are to be classified. Here, we will explain the
“Vector Space Model (VSM)” that is the basis for our method.

A. Mathematical Formulation of the Vector Space Model

In VSM, the following TFIDF value is often used in place
of the total number of terms, that isdij in Eq(1) anddi in
Eq(4), as an element of a training-document-vector and a new
document vector.

Definition 7 (TFIDF Value):

tfidfi = tf(ti,d) · idf(ti) (7)

where

idf(ti) = log
J

df(ti)
+ 1 (8)

J : total number of documents for learning
tf(ti,d) : total number of termsti contained in a document

d
df(ti) : the number of documents containing the termti

□
If we use the TFIDF value, each training-document-vectordf j

and a new document vectordη can be expressed as follows8.

8In practice, we tend to use normalized TFIDF values, that are divided by
the length of the document, in place of TFIDF in Eq(9).

Definition 8 (Training-Document-Vector):

df j = (tfidf1j , tfidf2j , · · · , tfidfIj) ∈ R (9)

R : I-dimensional vector of real numbers
□

Definition 9 (New Document Vector):

dη = (tfidf1, tfidf2, · · · , tfidfI) ∈ R (10)

□
In addition, we define the center of gravity vector of all

training-document-vectors that belong to each categoryck.
We call this vector a “Category-Representative-Vector” in the
present paper.

Definition 10 (Category-Representative-Vector):

rk =
1

Nck

∑
df j∈D(ck)

df j

= (r1k, r2k, · · · , rIk) ∈ R

(11)

Nck : total number of all training-document-vectors that belong
to each categoryck

D(ck) : a set of training documentdj that belongs to the
categoryck □

Finally, we define a measure of similarity as the cosine
between the “Category-Representative-Vector” and the “New
Document Vector” in VSM.

Definition 11 (Similarity in the Vector Space Model):

simV (rk ,dη) =
⟨rk ,dη⟩
| rk || dη | (12)

rk : category-representative-vector in the Vector Space Model
dη : new document vector that is the object of classification

□

B. Procedure of Categorization Based on VSM

Using the mathematical formulation developed above, we
describe a standard procedure for automatic classification
based on VSM as follows.

1. Extract many terms from documents for learning.
2. Count the frequency of each term in every document.
3. Extract those terms to be used for the classification if
necessary9.

4. Represent each document as a document vector com-
posed of terms which are chosen in Step3 using TFIDF
values in Eq(7). Here, the document vector is given by
Eq(9).

5. Calculate the “Category-Representative-Vector” of each
category via Eq(11) using the training-document-vectors
in Step 4.

6. Represent the new document which is an object of
classification as a document vector as in Eq(10). Next,
calculate the similarity between the new document vec-
tor and each category-representative-vector using Eq(12).

9This is “Feature Selection” in Figure 1. For example, we can use “mutual
information” as the criterion for feature selection.
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Finally, compare the new document with every category-
representative-vector, and classify it as belonging to a
category with the highest similarity, as determined by
Eq(13).

ĉ = arg max
ck∈C

simV (rk ,dη) (13)

In this way, we finally classify the new documentdη as
belonging to the categorŷc with highest similarity in VSM.

IV. PROPOSEDMETHOD

Here, we will explain the “Accumulation Method” that is
proposed in the present paper, considering two versions, AM1
and AM2.

A. Proposed Method AM1, with Experiments

1) Mathematical Formulation of the Accumulation Method:
An important problem in automatic document classification

concerns how we process a three-dimensional sparse matrix,
used for denoting terms, documents, and categories.

A =
[
eijk

]
∈ Z I×J×K (14)

eijk =

{
1 if dj ∈ D(ck) and tf(ti,dj ) ≥ 1
0 except the above

In VSM, we usually obtain a three-dimensional matrix by
taking into account terms and documents, we can obtain the
term-category-matrix shown in Definition 12 that is a projec-
tion of the three-dimensional matrix above to the subspace of
terms and categories for our Accumulation Method (AM).

Definition 12 (Term-Category-Matrix):

B =
[
ei·k

]
∈ Z I×K (15)

ei·k : total number of documents that include termti and
belong to the k-th category

Z I×K : I ×K integer matrix space
□

We now consider how to represent documents for training
in the proposed method. We represented training-document-
vectors in Eq(9) using TFIDF values in VSM, whereas we use
the binary vector shown in Eq(16) in the proposed method.
In other words, this document vectordej is a binary vector
such that thei-th element is 1 if there is a termti in the
training-documentdej .

Definition 13 (Training-Document-Vector):

dej = (e1j·, e2j·, · · · , eIj·) (16)

where

eij· =

{
1 if tf(ti,dej ) ≥ 1
0 if tf(ti,dej ) = 0

tf(ti,dej ) : total number of termsti contained in a document
dej

□
In the same way, we will represent a new documentdϵ that

is the object of classification.
Definition 14 (New Document Vector):

dϵ = (ϵ1, ϵ2, · · · , ϵI) (17)

where

ϵi =

{
1 if tf(ti,dϵ) ≥ 1
0 if tf(ti,dϵ) = 0

□
In addition, we will definepik as follows. We can regardpik

as the conditional probabilityP (ck|ti) that the termti belongs
to categoryck when ti appears.

Definition 15 (Category-Representative-Vector ):

r̃pk = (p1k, p2k, · · · , pIk) ∈ R (18)

where

pik =
ei·k

K∑
k=1

ei·k

≡ P (ck|ti) (19)

R : I-dimensional vector of real numbers
□

Finally, we will define similarity for AM. This is an inner
product, and it is defferent from the similarity as defined in
Definition 11.

Definition 16 (Similarity in AM):

simA(r̃pk ,dϵ) = ⟨r̃pk ,dϵ⟩ (20)

r̃pk : category-representative-vector of categoryck in AM1
dϵ : a new document vector that is the object of classification

□

2) Procedure of Categorization Based on AM:

1. Extract many terms from documents for learning.
2. Identify the existence of each term in every document.
3. Extract those terms to be used for classification if
necessary.

4. Generate a term-category-matrix as shown in Eq(15),
using the number of each document for learning.

5. Calculate each category-representative-vector as shown
in Eq(18) using the conditional probabilities in Eq(19).

6. Represent the new document which is an object of clas-
sification as a document vector as given by Eq(17). Next,
calculate the similarity between the new document vec-
tor and each category-representative-vector using Eq(20).
Finally, compare the new document with every category-
representative-vector, and classify it into a category with
the highest similarity, as given by Eq(21).

ĉ = arg max
ck∈C

simA(r̃pk ,dϵ) (21)

The basic procedure is similar to the classification in VSM
discussed in Section III-B. However, there are some differences
in Steps 2-6, which we expand upon here.

Firstly, we identify only the existence of each term in
every document in Step 2, instead of counting its frequency.
Thus we use only binary vectors in Eq(16). Secondly, we
do not extract features (index terms) in Step 3. Of course,
classification accuracy can be improved by choosing features
in the proposed method[15]. However, we used all terms that
appeared in training-documents to omit unnecessary operations
in the present study. Thirdly, we use only the number of
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documents including the term without using special measures,
such as TFIDF values, in Step 4. Fourthly, we calculate
each category-representative-vector in Step 5 using only the
number of documents maintained by a term-category-matrix
in the proposed method. In addition, the numerical values
used in this case are the ratios mentioned in Eq(19), thus they
are not TFIDF values. On the other hand, VSM represents
each training-document as a document vector and calculates
category-representative-vectors with TFIDF values as shown
in Steps 4-5 of Section III-B. In other words, we do not have
to store the above information when using the Accumulation
Method and have only to maintain theI ×K term-category-
matrix 10 at the end of the training phase. Fifthly, we use a
binary vector in Eq(17) for the new document vector in Step
6, too. In other words, we maintain only binary values that
specify whether each term is included in the document, and
do not have to maintain the frequency of each term included
in it. Moreover, the calculation of the similarity is different.
That is to say, VSM uses the cosine in Eq(12), whereas AM
uses the inner product in Eq(20).

3) Experiment and Results with the Proposed Method:
(3-1) Experimental Conditions
The present experiment involved two newspapers that con-

tained articles with pre-assigned categories. The first is the
English Reuters-21578 data set, the second is the Japanese
CD-Mainichi 2002 data set.

Here, the English Reuters-21578 data set provides bench-
mark data for automatic text categorization. AnApte split
with 10 categorieswas used for Reuters-21578. TheApte
split with 10 categoriesis benchmark data that has extracted
ten categories, namedAcquisition, Corn, Crude, Earn, Grain,
Interest, Money-fx, Ship, Trade, and Wheat from Reuters-
21578.

In addition, the Japanese CD-Mainichi 2002 data has
extracted from it seven categories, namedSociety, Sports,
Entertainment, Home, Economy, International Relations, and
Leaders. We randomly selected 1,000 training documents and
500 test documents (7,000 and 3,500 documents in total,
respectively) for each category.

We classified the two types of newspaper articles mentioned
above using six methods for the English Reuters-21578 data
and the Japanese CD-Mainichi 2002 data as shown in Table III.
In the present experiment, for each method, the computer was
initially made to learn using training data with pre-assigned
categories in the training phase. Secondly, in the test phase,
we gave the test data to the computer without showing them
their true categories, and made the computer classify them.

(3-2) Measuring Classification Performance
Precision, Recall and F-measure are the most commonly

used measures for evaluating text categorization or information
retrieval systems. These measures are calculated based on the
following table IV.

Here,TPck , FPck , FNck , andTNck are counts that reflect
how the assigned categories matched the correct categories.

10Its dimension is not greater thanI ×K.

TABLE III: Each Method in the Present Experiment

TABLE IV: Example of Judgement about CategoryCk

Using these frequencies, Precision and Recall can be defined
as follows.

Definition 17 (Precision):

Pck =
TPck

TPck + FPck

(22)

□
Definition 18 (Recall):

Rck =
TPck

TPck + FNck

(23)

□
Here, Recall is a measure to denote the ratio of the

number of documents which the classifier was able to classify
correctly to the total number of documents which it tried,
and Precision is a measure to denote the ratio of the number
of documents which it was able to classify correctly to the
number of documents contained in each category which it
used for classification. Both measures can be calculated for
each category and then averaged, or can be calculated over
all decisions and then averaged. The former is called “macro-
averaging”, and the latter is called “micro-averaging”. We
arrange these and depict them in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Legend for Figures 3 - 6

There is also the “F-measure”, which is the harmonic mean
between precision and recall. It is defined as follows.
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Definition 19 (F-measure):

Fck =
2PckRck

Pck +Rck

=
2TPck

2TPck + FPck + FNck

(24)

□
In Figures 3 - 6, the left side value denotes the macro-

averaged F-measure and the right side value denotes the
micro-averaged F-measure of each bar in these graphs. These
measures fall in the range from 0 to 1, with 1 being the best
score.

(3-3) Results
These results are shown in Figures 3 - 4. Figure 3 shows

results for the case of the English Reuters-21578 data and
Figure 4 shows results for the case of the Japanese CD-
Mainichi 2002 data. Figure 3 shows that the highest micro-
averaged F-measure is 92.0% in case ofN=11 for English,
and Figure 4 shows that the best value is 88.2% in case of
N=6 for Japanese. When the number of training-documents
is equal in each category, such as for Japanese as shown in
Figures 4, the proposed method AM1 shows good performance
for which the macro-average and the micro-average are almost
the same. However, when the number of training-documents
in each category is not uniform, such as for the Reuters data
set, as shown in Figure 3, the method AM1 produces a much
inferior macro-averaged precision and recall compared with
the micro-averaged precision and recall. Especially, we can not
calculate the macro-averaged precision because there are two
categories,Corn andWheat, where no document is allocated.

B. Proposed Method 2 and Its Experiments

In this section, we propose a second method that improves
on the method AM1. Then, we will discuss the experiments
and results using the method AM2.

1) Improvement of the Proposed Method:
As shown in Definition 15, we calculated each category-

representative-vector via Eq(18) using the conditional probabil-
ity pik in Eq(19) in the proposed method AM1. The results are
shown in Figures 3 - 4. However, the method AM1 produces a
much inferior macro-averaged precision and recall compared
with the micro-averaged precision and recall as mentioned
the above. Therefore, we consider the case where the number
of learning documents is not uniform among categories and
use the “Revised-Category-Representative-Vector” in Defini-
tion 20. In other words, we useqik in Eq(26) notpik in Eq(19),
i.e., we divided by the sum overpik for each category.

Definition 20 (Revised-Category-Representative-Vector):

r̃qk = (q1k, q2k, · · · , qIk) ∈ R (25)

where,

qik =
pik
p·k

=
pik
I∑

i=1

pik

(26)

□

The procedure except for̃rqk in Eq(25) of the proposed
method AM2 is the same as for the method AM1, and the
calculation of similarity has only to replacẽrpk in Eq(20)
with r̃qk in Eq(25).

2) Experiment and Result for the Proposed Method AM2:
We will show the conditions for the experiments with the

proposed method AM2 in Table V. Table V is the same as
Table III for Mainichi. However, the values ofN for the
CharacterN -gram become slightly small compared with Table
III for the Reuters data.

TABLE V: Each Method in the Experiment 2 with Method AM2

We will write results for the experiment with the proposed
method AM2 as follows, because other conditions including
the measure of evaluation are the same as for method AM1
detailed in Section IV-A3.

As shown in Figures 5 - 6, the highest micro-averaged F-
measure with the proposed method is 92.2% in case ofN=9
for English Reuters-21578 data. In contrast, it is 88.9% in case
of N=5 for the Japanese CD-Mainichi 2002 data.

According to the comparison table11 of the reference[1],
the classification accuracy of a support vector machine that
had generated the most precise classification was 92.0%.
This suggests that the proposed method AM2 can generate
a sophisticated classification compared with other techniques.

V. D ISCUSSION

With the calculation of the similarity in Eq(20) for the
proposed method, it is considered that the addition of the
possibility that a new documentd belongs to each category
ck when a termti included in the documentd appeared in
the categoryck. Here, many of the probabilities in Eq(19) are
zero or are very small values close to zero. In general, it is
known that the following approximate expression applies in the
case that the probabilitiespi are very small, wherepi are the
occurrence probabilities of mutually independent eventsEi.

1−
∏
i

(1− pi) ≃
∑
i

pi (27)

If we assume thatpi is the conditional probabilityP (ck|ti)
in Definition 15, the calculation of similarity using the pro-
posed method corresponds to the right hand side of Eq(27).

11In the present paper, we used the data♯5 of p.38 in reference[1].
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Fig. 3: Results of Proposed Method AM1 for English

Fig. 4: Results of Proposed Method AM1 for Japanese

Therefore, we can understand that the value calculated by
this addition is the probability of the union of eventsEi, as
shown on the left hand side of Eq(27). For example, we will
calculate the probability that a new documentd belongs to a
categoryc1 named “International Relations” by this addition
if a term t1 named “Obama” and a termt2 named “Barack”
were included in the documentd. In previous techniques
based on probabilistic models, the possibility of co-occurrence
terms is usually calculated by multiplication, considered as
the probability of the intersection. On the other hand, we
calculated using only addition, by considering a union. In
other words, if a document contains co-occurrence terms, the
probability that the document belongs to the category becomes
closer to 0 using previous techniques, because two small prob-
abilities, which are close to zero, are multiplied. However, the
probability that the document belongs to the category increases
using the proposed method when the document includes the
co-occurrence terms. In this way, since we can deal with the

particular problem that many of the probabilitiesP (ck|ti) are
zero or close to zero in tasks such as text categorization, we
think that our new idea is important.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the present paper, we have proposed a new mathematical
model of automatic text categorization and a classification
method based on VSM. Moreover, we have shown that the
proposed method has good classification accuracy by several
experiments. These experiments used the English Reuters-
21578 data set and the Japanese CD-Mainichi 2002 data set.
Specifically, the micro-averaged F-measure of the proposed
method is 92.2% for English. The Reuters-21578 data set is a
benchmark newspaper article data set for automatic document
classification. The proposed method can perform classification
using a single program and it is language-independent.
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Fig. 5: Results of Proposed Method AM2 for English

Fig. 6: Results of Proposed Method AM2 for Japanese
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